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1. ISYRODLJCTIOX AND SURIMARY 
An orthodox semigroup is a regular semigroup in which the set of 
idempotents forms a subsemigroup. If  we regard bands (semigroups in which 
each element is idempotent) as “building blocks” for constructing orthodox 
scmigroups (see Fantham 123, Yamada [lo], and paragraph 5 below), then 
we may naturally ask, from which bands can we construct bisimplc orthodox 
semigroups, and from which bands can we construct only orthodox semi- 
groups which are unions of groups. An answer to these questions is given in 
the next two paragraphs. 
Let B be a band. From exercise 1, Section 4.2 [I] page 129, the band B 
is a semilattice of rectangular bands. We may assume then, that B = (JaeY I$ 
where (i) each E, is a rectangular band, (ii) Y is a semilattice, and for all 
(Y, /3 E Y we have (iii) E, n E0 = 2 if LY f  /3 and (iv) E& C Ez, . On the 
band B define the equivalence relation 42 = {(e,j) E B x B : eBe e jBj}. 
Let us call B uniform if & = B x B and antiuniform if D ::= (JJEY (EN x EJ 
(we show later that uaEY(Ea x EO) C S). 
MAIN TIIEOREILI. A band B is the band of a bisimple orthodox semigroup 
;f and only ;f B is uniform. L?very orthodox semigroup containing B as its band 
of idempotents is a union of groups if and only if B is antiunijorm. 
The corresponding results for semilattices and inverse semigroups arc 
already known, and arc due to Howie and Schein [5] and Munn [g], the 
definitions (of uniform and antiuniform) and results above being gencral- 
izations of definitions and results contained in the papers just mentioned. 
Section 3 contains a determination of a faithful representation of any 
orthodox semigroup, using transformations on a set. Out of this representation 
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Commonwealth Postgraduate Award. 
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arose the idea behind the construction in Section 4, which is the major part 
of the proof of the main theorem. It is mainly for this reason that the 
representation is included in this paper. In a further paper the representation 
in Section 3, the construction in Section 4, and the congruence $Y in [3] will 
be used to give a construction for all orthodox semigroups in terms of bands 
and inverse semigroups. 
2. hELIhlIi\'hRIES 
For each element a in a semigroup S, we define 
V,(a) = (x E s : axa = a and xax = x}, 
and we call Vs(a) the set of inverses of a in S. Henceforth, when there is 
no ambiguity about which semigroup we are referring to, we shall write 
simply V(a) instead of Vs(a). 
For the remainder of the paper we shall let S be an orthodox semigroup 
and B its set of idempotents. We assume that B I= lJaEY E, as above. If 
e E Em , then we shall sometimes denote E, by E(e). As remarked in Section 3 
[3], we then have, for any elements e, f~ B, 
E(e) E(f) C E(ef) = E(fe) and E(e) =. V(e). 
RESULT 1 (from Lemma 2.2, Lallement [6]). Let p be a congruence on 
a regulur semigroup T. Then each p-class which is a subsemigroup contains an 
idempotmt. 
RESULT 2 (from Lemma 1.3, Reilly and Schciblich [9]). For any regular 
semigroup T, the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) 1’ is orthodox 
(ii) For any elements a, b in T and any elements a’ in V(a) and b’ in V(b), 
the element b’a’ is an inverse of ab. 
(iii) If e is any idempotent of T and x E V(e), then x is also an idempotent. 
RESULT 3 (from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 with proof, the author [3]). 
For any element Q in S, if a’ E V(a), then 
aV(a) C E(aa’), J/(a) a C E(a’a) 
and 
V(a) -= E(a’a) a’E(aa’). 
RESULT 4 (from Theorem 1, remark 1, and Theorem 3 [3]). The relation 
Y = ((x, y) E s x s : V(x) = V(y)) is the jinest inverse congruence on S, 
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and fm any eiement a E S, the g-chzss contairtittg a is aCY = V(a’) = 
E(aa’) aE(a’a), where a’ is any element of V(a). 
The following result is well-known, and can easily be proved using 
Theorem 2.18 and Lemma 2.12 [I]. 
RESULT 5. Let T be any semigroup and e and f  any idemfltents of T. Then 
e and f  are related under Green’s relation ~2 on T ;f and only ;f  there exist an 
elanat a E T and an ekme-nt a’ E V(a) stlch that ua’ = e and a’a = f. 
The following result is a routine generalization of a resuh due to Howie [4]. 
RESULT 6. For each element a in S and each inverse a’ of a, define 
8 a’.a : aa’Baa* --+ a’aBa’a by d&zing, fm each element x E aa’Baa’, 
xea*,a = a’xa. Then B,*,, is an isomarphism from aa’Bau’ onto a’aBa’a and 
f?,?,, = 0,&f . 
Proof. We note that a’xa = (a’x)(xa) is an idempotent by result 1, and 
that clearly a’xa E a’aBa’a. Take any elements x, y E aa’Baa’. Then aa’y = y  
and so 
(x~,,,,)(Y@,,,,) = a’xaa’ya -= a’xya. = (xy) Bacpa 
and so &.a is a homomorphism. Also 
x~=,,=~=,~~ = (a’xa) @,,,t = aa’xaa‘ = x. 
Similarly S,,,#O,*,, is the identity map of a’aBa’a, and so @**.a is an iso- 
morphism onto a’aBa’a, and O;?,R = O,,,? . 
The following two results are corollaries to results 5 and 6. 
RESULT 7. If  e andf are any idempotents of S such that e andf are related 
under Green’s relation 3 on S, then eBe I; isomorphic to fBf. 
RESULT 8. For the relation Q defined on B as above, 
IJ (Ee x EJ c 4. 
t-&Y 
Proof. Each E, is a B-class of 3. 
RESULT 9. Let T be any sem&oup and let U be any regular suhsem&roup 
of T. Then 
(i) for any idempotents e, f  in T, e2f in T ;f and only if ef = e and 
fe = f, and 
(ii) for any elements a, b in U, a2’b in U if and only ifa3’b in T. 
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Proof, 
(i) This is a corollary to Lemma 2.14 [I]. 
(ii) Take any elements a’ E V,(a) and b’ E V,(b). Then a5% in iJ if 
and only if a’a9W in U, and from part (i), this is so if and only if a’&%‘b 
in T, which holds if and only if a8b in T. 
A corollary to result 9 and its dual, is that for any elements a, b in U, Mb 
in U if and only if c&b in T. The corresponding results for $ and 9 are not 
true. 
We let 9[9Z*] and B[.Z*] denote Green’s relations 9? and Y on B ES], 
because only seldom shall we use Green’s relations on S. As usual then 
R, [I&] denotes the W-class [Z-class] of 3 containing the element x from B, 
and R,* [L,*] denotes the W*-class [9*-class] of S containing the element 
s from S. From result 9, part (i) and the dual result, we have that, for any 
e,f E B, e9* [.@*I f if and only if eZ[.%]$ 
We use whenever possible, and often without comment, the notations 
and conventions of Clifford and Preston Cl]. 
3. REPRESESTATIONS OF ORTHODOX SEMIGROUPS 
I~E&lMn 1. For any e&mnt a E S and any element a’ E V(u), we have 
aV(a) = az’E(aa’) z- R,,* 
and 
V(a) a = E(a’a) da = II,<, . 
Proof. From result 3 
d’(a) = aE(a’a) a’E(aa’) = a[u‘aE(a’a) da] a’E(aa’> 
= a(a’a) a’E(aa’) = dE(aa’). 
That aa’E(aa’) = R,, is a fundamental fact concerning bands. We infer 
the remainder of the lemma dually. 
LEXMA 2. Take my elements a, b E S. T&n a = b if and only if the trip.& 
(uV(a), c&Y, V(a) a) = (bV(b), b?Y, V(b) b). 
Proof. Take any element a’ E Y(a). Using results 3 and 4 we obtain 
aV(u)(ady) V(a) a = aV(a)[E(au’) aE(u’a)] V(a) a 
= a[(a’a) V(a) E(aa‘)] a[E(u’a) V(a)(aa’>] a C aV(a) aV(u) a = {a), 
whence aV(a)(a%) P’(u) a = (a>. From this the lemma is evident. 
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REIIAKI~ 1. If  S is further assumed to be generalized inverse, then the triples 
above are e#ectively those used by Yam& in [IO]. 
LEMMA 3. Take any elements a, x, y  in S. 1 V(x) x = V(y) y, then 
V(xa) xa = V(ya)ya and ifxV(x) = yV(y), then a.xV(ax) = ayV(ay). 
Proof. Suppose V(X) x = Z’(y) y and take any elements a’ E Y(a), 
x’ E V(X). Then there exists y’ E V(y) such that x’x = y‘y, whence 
V(xa) xa = E(a’x’xa) U’CV’XU = E(a’y’ya) a’y’ya = V(ya) ya, 
since from result 2, a’x’ E V(xa) and a’y’ E k’(ya). We infer the remainder 
of the lemma dually. 
COROLLARY 1. Take any elements x, y  E B and a f  S. Let a’ and ax be any 
inverses of a. I f  15, = L, , then Lo;,, = LaeYa and if R, = R, , then 
R ma’ -xz R a?& * 
Proof. (We note that a’m = (a’x)(xa) is an idempotent from rest.& 2.) 
The proof is evident when we use Lemma 1 and write 
I ‘ia’X(1 zT- E(a’xa) a’xa = E(a’xxa) a’xxa = V(xa) xa. 
K’ow by Lemma 1 the set of @-classes of R is 
B/S = {xv(x): XES) = (xqx): XEBj 
and the set of ..Y-classes of B is 
B/~={(V(x)r:x~S)--(E(x)x:x~B}. 
For each element a E S define a transformation A, E Y&g , the semigroup of 
all transformations of the set B/9, by 
XV(X) A, = axV(ux) for all xEB, (1) 
and define also a transformation pa E .Y& by 
V(x) xpa = V(xu) .%-a for ail x E B. (21 
For any elements a, b E S, it is clear that 
Paf’b = t%b and hbh, = h,, . 
THEOREM 1. For each element a E S de&e t(a) = (A, , pa) where Aa and pR 
are de$ned by (I) and (2) above. Then f  is a h~~yphi~ from S into 
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p B19 x FBIy, where F&x is the semigroup dual to 3-B/g. Moreover .$o 4-l 
is the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on S. 
Proof. Take any elements a, b E S. Then 
84 5(b) = (4, P~)(&, pb) --- @,&, P~PIJ 
= (&b 3 PaPd --- &b > Pad .y tY4, 
where * denotes the operation in F&d . 
Suppose now that [(a) = t(b). Then pa = pb and so 
a E aV(a’a) a’a = a[V(a’) a’pa] =.- a[V(u’) a’pJ = uV(u’b) u’b, 
where a’ is any element in V(u), and so a = UD for some element u E S. 
Dually we infer that b :- cu for some clement ‘u E S, and so 
L*, = L,* = L,” _ Lrjb 
for any element b’ E V(b). We now have that L,,, = L,,, (Section 2) whence 
V(a) a = V(b) 6. From A, = A, we may similarly conclude that aV(a) =. 
bV(b). Xow if a and b are idempotents, by considering 
uV(a) V(a) a =- al?(u) E(a) a = aE(a) a -= {a} 
we easily see that a =: b. Hence E 3 5-r is idcmpotent-separating. 
Kow the maximum idempotent-separating congruence on S has been 
given by Meakin [7] as 
p L= {(a, b) E S x S : there are inverses a’ of a and b’ of b 
for which a’xu == b’xb and axa’ =I bxb’ for al! x E B). 
Now (1) and (2) above may be replaced by 
Rd,, =. R,,,, for all N E B (3) 
and 
L La,,, rPa = for all x c- B, (4) 
respectively, where a’ is any inverse of a. Clearly then p C 5 o 6-1, and since 
5 0 6-r is an idempotent-separating congruence, 6 o 6-r C p and so E o 4-i :z p. 
REMARK 2. If we take the proof above that .$o t--l is an idempotent- 
separating congruenze, together with the proof in [7J that any idempotent- 
separating congruence on S is contained in the relation TV defined above, then by 
showing as ubove that TV Z: E 0 E-l we obtain an alternative proof that p is the 
maximum idempotent-separating congruence on S. 
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THEOREM 2. The mapping from S into F&a x S/g x S,,, which maps 
each element u E S to (h, , &f, pd) is an isomorphism from S into 
.9-B*;* x SyY x Jr&p . 
Proof. The mapping described is clearly a homomorphism. Suppose, 
for elements a, b E S, that 
(A, , d!, PO) - (A, 9 m, Pb). 
Then, from the proof of Theorem 1, 
(aV(a), d&Y, V(a) a) = (bV(b), b?Y, V(b) b) 
whence, from Lemma 2, a = 6. 
REMARK 3. Any inverse semigroup has a natural faithful representation 
by partial transformations (Theorem 1.20 [I]) and so we may replace the second 
component in each triple by a partial transformation to obtain a faithful 
representation of S using (partial) transformations only. 
Let X be any set and 99-X the semigroup of all partial transformations of 
X (page 254 [I] volume II). Let T be any subsemigroup of 9”, . Let p be 
an equivalence relation on X such that, for any elements x, y, x’, y’ E X and 
t E T, if (x, y) E t, (x’, y’) E t and xpx’, then ypy’. For each element t E T, 
define 
v(t) = GP, YP’P) : (x9 Y> E 6 
Then v(t) E 9.Fxlp, the semigroup of all partial transformations of the set 
of p-classes of X. 
LEMMA 4. The mapping q~ is a homomorphism from T into 9Fxlp . 
Proof. Take any elements s, t E T. 
(i) Take any pair (xp, xp) E v(s) v(t). Then there exists yp E X/p such 
that (xp, yp) E q(s) and (yp, xp) E p)(t). Hence there exist elements x’ E xp, 
y’, y” E yp, and a” E zp such that (x’, y’) E s and (y”, a”) E t. Put y’t = x’. 
i\jow y’py” and so z’pz”. -41~0 (x’, z’) E st whence (xp, zp) = (x’p, z’p) E q(st). 
Therefore a(s) q(t) C p)(st). 
(ii) Take any pair (xp, zp) E y(st). Then there exist elements x’ E xp 
and z’ E zp such that (x’, z’) E st. Hence there exists an element y’ E X such 
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that (x’, y’) E s and (J’, a’) E t, whence (q, y’p) E d(s) and (y’p, xp) E d)(t) 
and so (xp, zp) E v(s) v(t). Hence r+~(st) Ce(s) p)(t). 
5. As ORTHODOX SEMIGROUP WITH ARBITMY BAND B 
In this section we construct an orthodox semigroup W(B) whose band of 
idempotents is effectively B and such that, for any elements e, f in B, if eBe is 
isomorphic to fBf, then e9f in W(B). C onsider the relation 2% on B as defined 
in Section 1. For each pair (e, f) E 92 let T,,, be the set of all isomorphisms 
from eBe onto fBf. For each e E B define ee : B -+ eBe by putting, for each 
element x E B, x0, .= exe. Define now 
where eete,f is the product of 0, and t,,, in 95s. 
THEOREM 3. The set T(B) forms a subsemigroup of FB, the sem~~oup of 
all transformations of the set B. Moreover T(B) is an orthodox semipoup, whose 
set of idempotmts is 
ie,e, : e,f CB and E(e) = E( f  )). 
The set of idempotents of T(B) is also equal to (B&I, : e, f  E B}. 
We prove first of all two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Take any pair (e, f) E% and any element t,,f E T,,, . Take 
any element x E B for which xBx C eBe. Then 
W4 te,, = WeA We,,). 
Proof. ;‘\‘ow x E eBe and xteSf EfBf so we have 
(xBx) to,, = [(x4 %=)I t,,, = C%,dWe) 4d%.~) 
I= (xte,,)fBf (xtA = (xte,,) B(xt,.,). 
LEMMsi 6. Take any elements e, f  E B such that E(e) - E( f  ). Then Be: fBf, 
the restriction of 0, to fBf, is an isomorphism fYom fBf onto eBe, and 
(6, 1 fBf)-l = fir ( eBe. 
Proof. Put fe = a and ef = a‘. Then a’ E v(a), aa’ : f  and a’a = e 
and so Oa,.a is an isomorphism from fBf onto eBe, by result 6. Now take any 
element x E fBf. Then 
xe, = exe = e( fxf) e = a’xa = xe,j,, . 
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Hence 6, IjBj = 8a*,a . Similarly 
@f 1 eBe = t?,,,* = (Ba,,$l = (0, i j3j)-‘. 
~~oojoj ~‘keore~ 3. (i) Take any two transformations in rrfB), 
(J,L, and ogtg,h , where (e,j), (g, h) E 92 and t,#, E T,,, and t,,* E Tq,h . 
(f&f) G = k an d t k a e any element x E B. Then since k E e3e and xf?,t,,, Ej 
we have 
Also we have that 
(a) t,,, 1 kBk is an isomorphism from kl?k onto jgj~j~ by Lemma 
@I b, lfkf~ffsf is an isomorphism from fgf3f~f onto ~g3~g 
Lemma 6, 
(c) tgvf, 1 RfgBgfls is an isomorphism from gfgBgfg onto 
Hgfs> 4?*d Wgfg) 42.hl 
by Lemma 5. 
It follows that 
Therefore OetR,fBgtrt,fs E T(B) and so T(B) is a subsemigroup of YB . 
(ii) Take any element in Y’(B), 6cte.f say, where (e, j) E 9 and t,+, E T, 
and consider the element N,t;> of T(B). It is clear that t,,,Of = t,,f a 
t;,$Ue = t;,$ (products being taken in PFa) and so 
and 
(sft~:)(e,te,f)(eft,7:) = K:w,: = @,t,;: * 
Thus fl,t;,;“l is an inverse of eBt,,, in 1’(B) and T(B) is regular. 
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(iii) Take any idcmpotents e, f  E B. Then 0, and 8, are elements of T(B) 
and so O&3, E T(B). Moreover, for any element x E B, 
x(0,0,)(0,0,) =: fefexefef =- fexef = x(0,0,) 
and so O,O, is an idempotent. 
(iv) Take now any idempotent element of T(B), Uet,,f say, where 
(e, f) E % and t,., E TC.I . The range of 8,t,,, is fBf, and so 
the identity map on fBf. Therefore f  ~7 fOetp,, = (efe) t,,, . But also et,., = f  
(since e and f  are the identities of eBe and fBf, respectively), and so efe = e 
(since t,,f is one-to-one). Xow 
e,o,t,,, :-= e,(e,t,,, / fBf) = f3,Lre, x 0, 
and so 
mete,, = e t - e e e t - e,e, . efe t3.f - e f  e e.f -- 
From (5) and the fact that efe =: e, we have 
fef = (fef) eete., := (efefe) t,,, = et,,, = f.  
Therefore L:(e) = E( f  ). 
(v) Take any two idempotents of T(B), say O&J, and 0,8,, , where e, f,  g, 
h E B. By an argument similar to that in (iii), we may easily show that the 
product (O$,)(O,O,,) is also an idempotent, whence T(B) is orthodox. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Define U(B) :. Uo,f,EP {(Oft;: , Pete,,) : t,., E IkSr} and define on U(B) 
a multiplication (denoted by juxtaposition) as follows: take any elements 
(Oft,:, eete.f) and (O,t;;‘, , Optg.J in U(B) and define 
(e,t,;:: , e,t,,,)(e,tg::, , egt,,d x (0 t-10 t-1 e t e t h l7.h f e,f 7 e e.f ! I  c7.B ) 
THEOREM 4. U(B) is an orthodox semigroup, whose set of idempotents is 
wv4 , be,) : e,f E B and E(e) .= E( f  )}. 
Proof. Take any elements (Oft;.:, Oetn,f) and (O,,t;,\ , Ontg,h) in U(B). 
Put (fgf) t;$ = h and (9fs) &.a = 1. From (i) of the proof of Theorem 3 
we have 
u,,f4hL -= 4kf : kw(e,,, I fdBfti)(bl I gfgBgfg) 
and 
b&‘h~ftL.: = W;~, i WQ,,, ’ gfgBgfg)(te,: I fgfBfgf). 
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It follows that U(B) is closed under its multiplication. Thus U(B) is a sub- 
semigroup of [r(B)* x T(B), the direct product of T(B)* [the semigroup 
dual to T(B)] with T(B). Clearly the element (5&:, 5,&) has (5~,,~, 5&) 
as an inverse in G(B) and so U(B) is regular and thence orthodox, since 
T(B)* x T(B) is orthodox. 
Take now any idempotents e,f in B such that E(e) = E(f). Then 
we f W,) = VW, I fBf)r ft$f I eW) E UP) 
by Lemma 6, and it is clearly an idempotent. 
Conversely, take any idempotent in U(B), (5$;$, 5,&.,) say. Then 5.& 
is an idempotent of T(B) whence 5~~,~ = 5,5, and B(e) = E(f) from the 
proof of Theorem 3. Abo 5& is an idempotent of T(B) and SD simiIarly 
O&X, = S,t?, . Thus th e set of idempotents of U(B) is 
{(5,5,, 5,5,) : e,fE B and E(e) = E(f)). 
LEMRM 7. Take any elmmrzt B& E T(B), where (e, f) E 4?/ and &,I E Terp , 
and take any t7m elements x, y ~2 3. If x B @?] y, then x5$,, 22 [9] y@,t,,, . 
Proof. Suppose x 2’~. From Corollary I (putting a = uf = a* -II_- e) 
WC have x5, = exe ..P eye = y5, . Since t,., is an isoxno~hism, x5& $Py5&, , 
[using result 9, part (i)]. Similarly, if x By, then x5,& Wy5& . 
Refine now, for each element 5Bfe,f E T(B), 
sPf%t,,,l = I& , A,) : x E B and Y = 4&,rl 
= W(x) x, 44A?,t) xfue,,) : x f 31 
and 
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Then from Lemma 4 the mapping 9 is a homomorphism from T(B) into 
T Bi9 and Jt is a homomorphism from ‘I’(B) into -F’&~ . 
Define now 
Then W(B) is clearly a homomorphic image of U(B) and hence is an orthodox 
semigroup (from result 1). 
THEOREM 5. The mappilt,a .$’ : B + W{B) where E’ is defined by c(e) =I 
(+(tI,), ~(O,))jor each element e E B, is an isomorphism from B onto the bandof 
idempotents of W(B). 
Proof. Let S be any orthodox semigroup whose band of idempotents 
is B and consider 5 : S + F& x JrBiz as defined in Section 3. Then it is 
clear that, for each element e E B, 
5(e) = (4 , d =. hw,), (P(U) L- E’(e) 
whence f’ = f  ! B. It follows that c is an isomorphism from B into W(B). 
For any efements e, f E B then, 4’(e) c( f ) = c(ef) whence y(S,O,) ‘- #,,) 
and ~(e~e~) = $(B,). E -ram result 1 and Theorem 4 it folIous that the 
set of idempotents of W(B) is 
W(e,tJ, d4ef>) : e, f E B and E(e) = E(f >I 
= W(4f)t ~@,~)t : etfE B and Et4 L-= %f)l 
= ~(~te~), de,)) : e E B) 
whence f is onto the set of idempotents of IV(B). 
THEOREM 6. For any elements e, j in B, if eBe is isomorphic to fBf, then 
there exists an element a in W(B) and an inverse a’ of a in W(B) such that 
aa’ = c(e) and u’a = F(f). 
Proof. Let t,<, be any isomorphism from eBe onto fBf, and put 
a = twv3, d~,te.,)) and a "- 6mte,f)~ d@fGN. 
The proof of the theorem is now routine. 
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6. PROOF OF *ME MUS THEOREM 
(i) From resuit 7, if B is the band of a bisimpie orthodox semigroup, 
then B is uniform. 
(ii) From Theorem 6 and result 5, if B is uniform, then W(B) is 
bisimple, since all its idempotents will be related under Green’s refation Q, 
and every %-class of a regular semigroup contains an idempotent. 
LEMMA 8 (This was found independently by G. R. Baird). Uze orthodox 
sem(g~oap S is a union of groups if and only if E(aaf) = E(a’a) fm each 
element a E S and each element a’ E V(a). 
Proof. Suppose S is a union of groups and take any element a E S. Then 
a has an inverse a* say, such that aa * = a*a. Take any other inverse a” of a. 
Then from result 3, 
Suppose now that Efaa’) =: E(a’a) for all CI E S and all a’ E V(a). Take any 
X-class of S and take any element x say, in this X-class. Let x’ E V(x). 
Then E(xz’) = S(X’X) and so 
x ZP xx’ &!* (xd)(x’x) and x 2?* x’x .LP (m’)(x’x) 
whence (~~‘)(~‘~) is an idempotent in the X-class chosen. Therefore every 
X-class contains an idempotent and S is a union of groups. 
(iii) Suppose B is antiuniform and S is any orthodox semigroup with 
band of idempotents B. Take any element a E S and any element a’ E V(a). 
From result 6, (au’, a’a) ~9, whence E(aa’) = E{a’a> and S is a union of 
groups. 
(iv) Kow if W(B) is a union of groups, and if (e,f) ~4?, then E(e) = E(f) 
from ‘l’heorem 6 and Lemma 8. Thus %! C (JOiEY (Z$ x &J and from result 
8, B is antiuniform. 
The main theorem follows from (i), (ii), {iii), and (iv). 
I am very gratfful to my supervisor Professor G. B. Preston for posing me the 
problem of determining a faithful representation of an orthodox semigroup by trans- 
formations on a set. This paper and a following paper grew out of a solution to this 
problem. 
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